The importance of the notion of knowledge in reasoning about distributed systems has been recently pointed out by several works. It has been argued that a distributed computation can be understood and analyzed by considering how it affects the state of knowledge of the system. We show that there are a variety of definitions which can reasonably be applied to what a process can know about the global state. We also move beyond the semantic definitions, and present the first proof methods for proving knowledge assertions. Both shared memory and message passing models are considered.
INTRODUCTION
In this paper we will show how to prove We first motivate our approach to knowledge.
Consider a concurrent program which is frozen at some point during its execution. Let b stand for a predicate defined on the global state of that program. Now, suppose you are interested in knowing whether predicate b is true when the program is suspended. For this task, you are allowed to use certain global information which is assumed to be known a priori. Such infon'nation might be, for example, an invariant of the program, certain properties of the processes, or properties of the model. In addition it is possible that you have access to 2z~9 the following local information about the behavior of process i.
case one: no additional information.
case two: the control position of process i.
case three: the complete visible state of process i.
case four: the complete history of process i.
For a distributed model, a process' visible state is identical to its local state. In the shared variable model, a process' visible state refers to all variables it can test.
The history of a process means the sequence of all events in which it has participated.
We say that process i knows b when the program is suspended, if using the above information it is possible to prove that b holds. Thus a process'
knowledge is always defined with respect to some given information. Note that the global information is static, in the sense that it does not change during an execution, while the local information is dynamic. We call the available global and local information, the knowledge assumption.
In this paper we assume the (entire) text of the program and its input specification as the a priori global information of a process. The opposite extreme would be to assume no global information. This case is of little interest since extremely limited knowledge is possible when even the properties of the model are not known a prior. A less extreme case, where nothing is assumed about some of the processes, is of greater interest. A possible application for such a case is the Byzantine Generals Problem, where the protocol which a faulty Byzantine process is following is not available. Location knowledge refers to the knowledge of a process at a certain point for all possible computations. We establish in the sequel a connection between fundamental verification concepts such as proof outline, interference freedom and cooperation [AFR,OG] and the concepts of knowledge. A method for proving knowledge assertions of all types is presented.
THE MODEL
A concurrent program is a collection of a finite set of processes operating asynchronously, which may communicate with each other in one of the following ways, (a)asynchronously using send and receive, (b )synchronously, as in CSP, also using send and receive commands, or (c) by setting shared variables.
An event is the basic unit in the behavior of a process. It describes a change in the environment during the process' execution. An event occurs on a process, by executing an atomic command of that process.
An execution of an atomic command includes executing a skip or assignment command, a loop exit, evaluation of a boolean expression, or execution of a corn-munication. 1 The same atomic commands executed in different environments correspond to different events.
A behavior of a process can be described as a finite sequence of events on that process. This is known as a trace [BHR,M] . A process is characterized by a (prefix-closed) set of all its possible traces. By generalizing the above, a concurrent program P is defined.
Assuming an interleaving semantics, we are only interested in the relative order in which events occur.
No clock is assumed. A trace t of P is a finite sequence of events on processes of P satisfying the conditions:
(1) Any subsequence of t which consists of all events on a process which belongs to P, is a trace of that process. To be able to express the control position, we assume that all commands are uniquely labeled. By saying that (the control of) a process is after c, we mean that the command labeled c was the last one to be executed in that process. In addition the labels 
The possible location sets are:
The possible location predicates are:
We will also assume that each process i has a local history named h i . The history will presumably be accumulated in a variable which records the sequence of all events in which process i has participated. As mentioned in [HF] "This is certainly not a reasonable assumption", because it assumes that a process has unbounded storage space to record its history. A trace
t matches h i (match (t ,h i)) iff ti, the subsequence of t which consists of all events on process i, equals h i .
Similarly h i matches location set T~: iff it matches with some trace belonging to T~:.
A history location predicate -Shtc -associated with location set Tt~ and history h, is defined as the disjunction of all (trace) predicates st such that t belongs to Tt~ and match (t,h). If no such traces exist then
Sht~false. The predicate She is, by definition, the strongest predicate known to be true after lc when only h is known.
Example : If the local history h of P 1 was empty (no events have yet occurred), then that history matched the first and third traces given above. The possible history location predicates in that case are:
DEFINITION OF KNOWLEDGE
The ( with h, respectively. Recall that lc is an n-tuple of labels.
Definition:
(1) Invariant knowledge:
(2) Location knowledge:
(3) State knowledge:
(4) History knowledge:
Let Ki denote all knowledge types. The following properties are over all labels, visible states and histories.
Properties:
(5) KLfi( after (c ) ).
(6) KS:(s).
3 An alternative equivalent
KHih(b ) iff V t . match (t,h). s, ~ b.
definition is,
(7) (KL:(b) A (s ~ after (c)) ) ~ KS:(b ^ s).
We give a proof of property (7):
[ (4) that it implies that the current local state is the one described by s, and that the first event on P1 occurred by executing command a 1. The following knowledge assertions are then true:
In the next section, we formally prove all these knowledge assertions.
THE PROOF METHOD
In this section a method for proving knowledge assertions about a program is presented. In each of the two systems, a partial correctness proof of a program is done in two stages: (1) separate proofs are constructed in isolation for each component process, (2) the separate sequential proofs are combined by showing that they are interference-free [OG] or cooperate [AFR] .
The separate proofs, in the first stage, are presented by a proof outline in which each statement of a process is preceded and followed by a corresponding assertion. Next, in the second stage it is proved that the possible interactions do not invalidate the sequential proofs. In the shared variable model, it is necessary to show that the assertions used in the proof outline of each process are left invariantly true under parallel execution of the other processes. This is done by proving interference-freedom. In the distributed model, when establishing the separate proofs, a process 'guesses' the value its parameters will receive upon communication.
When the proofs are combined, these guesses have to be checked for consistency using the cooperation test.
In order to combine the separate sequential proof outlines, a parallel composition (meta) rule is used.
Both proof systems use additional auxiliary variables for the correctness proof. In [AFR] the notion of brackets is introduced, in order to delimit the sections within which an invariant need not necessarily hold.
Here we assume that an interleaving can occur between every two atomic statements, so that all possible states after an atomic action must be considered in deciding what is known. For this reason, a bracketed section is restricted to contain exactly one basic command (i.e a command which does not refer to auxiliary variables).
This does not affect the completeness as is shown in [Ap] . An await statement (for the shared-memory model) or a bracketed section is considered as an atomic action. For later reference, we denote a program P with additional auxiliary variables by P'. Remark: Let us define the assertions of (annotated) process i as a correct sequential location outline iff for every label Ii of process i, KLi~(post(li) ). We claim that in order to prove partial correctness of a program, it is sufficient to establish such a location outline for each process, and then apply to them a (modified) parallel composition (meta) rule without further use of interference-freedom, cooperation or any other test.
From the above lemma and claim the interferencefreedom test and the cooperation test are viewed as providing sufficient (but not necessary!) conditions for a correct sequential proof outline to be also a locadon outline.
For the rest of the section, we refer to a program with correct interference-free (cooperating) proof outlines.
In fact, it is sufficient to have correct location outlines. 
(Stc ^post(c)) --> O(c ).
[ (1), (2)] (4) KL~(dP(c )).
[ (3) A rule similar to the usual rule lOG) for removing such variables is used, to refer back to the original program (i.e without auxiliary variables).
Auxiliary Variables rule:
Let AV be a set of variables such that x e AV implies x appears in P" only in assignments y :=t, where y E AV. Then if • does not contain free any variables from AV, P is obtained from P' by deledng all assignments to variables in AV, and processes i and i are corresponding processes belonging to P and P' respectively,
Kt,f,('e) KL:(W)
Following is a method for proving location knowledge assertions. Suppose it is to be proved that KLf(b) is true for a given program P. The proof goes as follows:
(1) Using one of the mentioned proof systems [AFR,OG] a "strong enough" correctness proof is established for P'.
(2) Assertion O(c), as defined above, is constructed.
[by theorem 1 KLf, (O(c)) ]. 
: ~(c ) _= post (c ,init 2) v post (c ,d) v post (c ,e ) v post (c ,f ) -: false v false v false v ((x=2v3v4v5) ^ i=2 ^ (y=lv2v3) ^ (z =lv2) ^ j=2 ^ I ^ after (c ,f) ). step 3: ~(c) implies y=lv2v3, by property 1
KL'~" (y = lv2v3).
step 4: By applying the auxiliary variables rule,
It is easy to see how the method is applied for proving state knowledge assertions as well. Let W be an assertion describing some location knowledge (of process i) after c (proved using the above method), and for some computation let sl be an assertion describing the visible state of process i after c. By property (7), "IJasi is state knowledge of process i after c for that computation. This method is not strong enough and in the next section we show a better way for proving state knowledge assertions. ,,~ Example: Recall example 2. We prove
•
~(c) implies ~. By property 1 KL~'(~).
• By applying the auxiliary variable rule ,KL~ (W).
• By property 4, KS~ ('q ^ s). (s_--{x=3 ^ after(c)}) • W ^ s implies y=lv2; By property 1 KS~ (y =lv2).
[].
HISTORY KNOWLEDGE
We now present a proof method for proving his- This means that for any sequential Hoare rule, if all premises are marked, the consequent can be marked.
Through the rule a marked conjunct can affect its local environment.
# Third rule: Let c be a label of the process i to which the history h is known (hm<so,'",sn>), and let Oh (C) denote the disjunction of all sj's such that sj-->after(c). (If for no sj, sj --> after (c ) then Oh (C )---false .)
* Oh(C)~.
Through the rule, information from the history of a process is 'transferred' directly into the assertions of that process, with no further proof obligations. Example: Assume c :Pk ?Y has exactly two semantic matching outputs commands, e :P j !3 and f :P j !(v +w ).
Let post (e ) ~_ { true } and post(f)-={(v=lv2)A(W=3V5)} and assume it is
marked, then v, ~ {3=3}, v/=-{v+w=4v5v6vT} and
The history outline concept as described above is not complete, in the sense that it is not possible to capture all possible information induced by a given history. First Oh (c) does not reflect the relative order in which the local states appear. Second, the pre assertion of an output command may not be as strong as possible. This may happen when an input command semantically matches with several output commands. In this case, we might want to capture the fact that at least one of those outputs has to send a specific value. Such a fact can not be expressed in a h.o. as defined above. It seems that by wider use of auxiliary variables, this information might also be expressed.
Example 5: A correct h.o. for the bracketed program P" and history h i from example 4 is shown in figure 3.
Explanation: All conjuncts which refer to auxiliary variables are marked using the first rule, where as PO we use the proof outline presented in example 3.
This PO provides also a proof of the invariant I.
Marking the rest of the conjuncts of assertions from P; are done by using the third rule (with history h 1). The conjunct (z=l) of post(e) is marked by using the fifth rule while the conjunct (z=l) of post(f) is marked using the second rule.
Remark: In the above example, the history h l of program P (example 2) is only a pardal history of P', in that it does not refer to the auxiliary variables (a.v.) . ---c , then KHi*( dp( c )).
Proof:
(1) h -+ after(c).
[Assumption]
(2) Vlc . Sh~ --> post (lc ) . Shtc ---~ (post(lc ) A after(c) ).
[ (1), (2),Obs.]
(5) V lc . Sht, ---~ dp(c ).
[ (3), (4)] (6) KH~(dp(c )).
[ (5) 
# Third rule : * s ~ (~ ^ after (c)).
Defining the (usual) four step proof method is now obvious.
In general if the current location is not given as part of the partial history then process i can know the disjunction of ~(c ) over all its possible locations.
Note that now it will make sense to mark preconditions of statements on the basis of the marking of its postcondition (in the process whose partial history is given), at least back to an input/output statement. Previously there was no need to do such 'backward marking' since the entire history was available.
Modifying the proof method for proving location knowledge assertions, involves omitting the third marking rule completely. Note that in that case, as expected, the resulting marking rules 7 define what has previously been defined as a location outline.
NESTED KNOWLEDGE
An extension of the knowledge definition and the proof method to deal with knowledge about knowledge is natural. In order to prove an assertion like: process i knows after e that process j knows p, without further information about the exact location of process j (KLf(KLj (p))), one must prove that process j knows p at all locations possible when process i is after c. That is for every label a of process j either gLf (-,after (a) history of process j, it can know (by using h) various assertions which will be true of any local history of process j which is consistent both with the possible traces of the system and with h. Such assertions can be proven by devising a history outline for h, and properly marking all of the conjuncts as described previously.
This will be in fact the first stage in proving actually the first marking role is enough.
KH:(KHj(p)).
The following claim is then crucial to the rest of the proof method: informally, the actual local history of process j must satisfy all marked assertions annotated in process j, from ( Proof" : Omitted.
Next we describe how to establish the second stage in proving a nested knowledge assertion, again using marking rules. We require a (single) history outline which will be correct with respect to every history of process j which is consistent with the given history h of process i. The aim of this is to be able to show 
* posth(c)~ .
Now, once such a (multi) history outline is established, we can deduce from it the truth of the needed assertion in the same manner as described in the beginning of this section for location knowledge.
More formally, let ~(a) be defined as before but with respect to the history outline just described. From theorem 3 and lemma 4, it follows that for every history h" (of process j) consistent with the above h such that h ~ ~zfter (a), h" KHj (~(a) ). Thus, in order to prove KHih(KHj(p) ), one must prove that for every label a of process j, either KH~(~after(a)) or ~(a) --~p.
In general, for KHih(b) , the proof of b will be as previously described, except that certain conjuncts can be marked immediately if they define assertions true of any history, state, or location which is available in b and is consistent with h. This process can be continued recursively, for an arbitrarily deep nesting of knowledge operators.
Example 7: Consider, yet again, the program from the previous examples. Using the technique described above, we can easily show that KH~ 1 (Kn2(x=3) ). 
KH1 hl (-after ( init 1) ), KHlh'(--after(d)), and KH~(~afier(e)).
Next a correct history outline with respect to all histories of process j consistent with h 1 is established. This is done by adding y=2 as a conjunct of post(f) and retaining only those conjuncts in process P I which refer to auxi- We have generalized existing proof techniques, by relaxing the proof obligations for assertions which follow from the given knowledge assumption, and shown
26'I
what knowledge follows from such a proof.
The motivation for this work is in the specification and design of distributed programs, and in future work we plan to demonstrate the utility of knowledge for a variety of tasks.
